Total 89 million has been requested by 58 partners for CASH programming in South Sudan in 2018.

**TOTAL REQUIREMENT**

Total 89 million has been requested by 58 partners for CASH programming in South Sudan in 2018.

**REQUIREMENT PER CLUSTER**

- **Food Security Cluster**: 78 Million
- **NFI**: 3.2 Million
- **Protection**: 1.2 Million
- **WASH**: 2.85 Million
- **Education**: 0.06 Million
- **Nutrition**: 1.81 Million

**CONDITIONALITY**

- **Jonglei**: Unconditional 12%, Conditional 11%, Combined 77%
- **Unity**: Unconditional 11%, Conditional 12%, Combined 71%
- **Warrap**: Unconditional 6%, Conditional 7%, Combined 71%
- **Lakes**: Unconditional 6%, Conditional 7%, Combined 71%
- **NBeG**: Unconditional 11%, Conditional 14%, Combined 89%
- **WBeG**: Unconditional 2%, Conditional 12%, Combined 88%
- **EES**: Unconditional 6%, Conditional 14%, Combined 72%
- **CES**: Unconditional 6%, Conditional 14%, Combined 72%

**RESTRICTIONS**

- **Unrestricted**: 7%
- **Restricted**: 7%
- **Unknown**: 2%
- **Combined**: 90%

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.

**OVERVIEW**

The total number of partners planned for cash-based projects is 58, with a total of 77 projects and 3.2 million NFI requirements. The requirements per cluster are as follows:

- **Food Security Cluster**: 78 million
- **NFI**: 3.2 million
- **Protection**: 1.2 million
- **WASH**: 2.85 million
- **Education**: 0.06 million
- **Nutrition**: 1.81 million

**CONDITIONALITY BY CLUSTER**

- **Jonglei**: Unconditional 12%, Conditional 11%, Combined 77%
- **Unity**: Unconditional 11%, Conditional 12%, Combined 71%
- **Warrap**: Unconditional 6%, Conditional 7%, Combined 71%
- **Lakes**: Unconditional 6%, Conditional 7%, Combined 71%
- **NBeG**: Unconditional 11%, Conditional 14%, Combined 89%
- **WBeG**: Unconditional 2%, Conditional 12%, Combined 88%
- **EES**: Unconditional 6%, Conditional 14%, Combined 72%
- **CES**: Unconditional 6%, Conditional 14%, Combined 72%

**REQUIREMENTS MODALITY BY CLUSTER**

- **Unrestricted**: 7%
- **Restricted**: 7%
- **Unknown**: 2%
- **Combined**: 90%
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